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Abstrat

This paper presents an automati segmentation sheme for ursive hand-

written text lines using the transriptions of the text lines and a hidden

Markov model (HMM) based reognition system. The segmentation sheme

has been developed and tested on the IAM database that ontains o�-line

images of ursively handwritten English text. The original version of this

database ontains ground truth for omplete lines of text only, but not for

individual words. With the method desribed in this paper, the usability of

the database is greatly improved beause aurate bounding box information

and ground truth for individual words (inluding puntuation haraters) is

now available as well. Applying the segmentation sheme on 417 pages of

handwritten text a orret word segmentation rate of 98% has been ahieved,

produing orret bounding boxes for over 25'000 handwritten words.

CR Categories and Subjet Desriptors: I.5.4 [Pattern Reognition℄

Appliations.

General Terms: Algorithms

Additional Key Words: Handwriting reognition, handwriting database,

word segmentation, HMM based segmentation, IAM database.

1 Introdution

Large databases play a signi�ant role in the development, evaluation, om-

parison and improvement of handwriting reognition systems. Sine both the

olletion of the data and the prodution of the orresponding transriptions

(labeling) are expensive and time onsuming tasks it is normally desired to

reuse existing databases as far as possible.

Until reently the majority of publily available databases for o�-line

handwriting reognition provide harater and word images for limited tasks
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Figure 1: Word segmentation result

only. For example the NIST database [2℄ is based on a small voabulary.

In the database desribed in [15℄ only a single writer is represented. Other

databases have been built for spei� tasks like the reognition of handwritten

legal amounts [7, 4℄ or postal addresses as in the CEDAR database [5, 3, 9℄.

More reently a database ontaining essays written by students was presented

in [1℄.

In order to train and test systems whih are able to reognize unon-

strained English texts as desribed in [8℄ or [11, 12℄, the IAM database has

been built at our institute. This database is available upon request and has

been doumented in [10, 13℄. The original aim of this database was to provide

training and test data for a segmentation-free reognition system for ursive

handwriting. Consequently, ground truth in this database was aquired only

on the level of omplete text lines, but not on the level of individual words

and puntuation haraters.

Using the segmentation sheme desribed in this paper we an now pro-

vide aurate bounding box information for the individual words and pun-

tuation haraters for eah form image in this database as well. Using this

information as segmentation ground truth, large amounts of training and test

data for a variety of handwriting reognition tasks in addition to the task

originally onsidered beome available. Examples of suh tasks are the reog-

nition of isolated handwritten words or the automati measurement of the

segmentation performane of handwritten text reognition systems. Fig. 1

gives an example of the result of the segmentation sheme presented in this

paper.

This paper ontinues with the presentation of the proposed word seg-

mentation proedure. Setion 3 desribes the assignment of word bounding

boxes. Experiments and results are presented in Setion 4 and onlusions

are drawn in Setion 5.

2 HMM based Word Segmentation

An example text line from the IAM database is shown in Fig. 2. For eah suh

line of text, ground truth in terms of an ASCII transription is available. The
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Figure 2: A text line of the IAM database

task onsidered in the following is to derive ground truth at the word level.

This means that we need to assign to eah word in the ASCII ground truth

(inluding puntuation haraters) the bounding box of the orresponding

word in the text image. In order to automatize this task as far as possible we

used the HMM based reognition system whih has been developed previously

at our institute to reognize lines of handwritten text [11℄. Compared to this

system the proposed segmentation system di�ers in the applied mode of the

Viterby deoder, the word and the harater modeling.

In ontrast to the reognition of ursively handwritten text we do not try

to reognize the individual words. Instead, we provide the transription of a

omplete line of text to the Viterby deoder and use it in fored alignment

mode. Using the Viterby deoder in fored alignment mode produes an

optimal segmentation of the the text line into its words

1

. This proedure

leads to very good segmentation results but requires well trained harater

HMMs.

In order to obtain reliable harater HMMs and robust segmentation re-

sults all text line images have to be normalized to redue the variability of

the di�erent writing styles. The normalization and feature extration proe-

dures used for the segmentation task onsidered in this paper are idential

to the original reognition system [11℄.

Fig. 3 provides an example of the text line normalization and the extra-

tion of the orresponding feature vetor sequene X = (X

1

; X
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; : : :X
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: : :X
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).

Using a sliding window tehnique a single feature vetor X

i

is extrated for

eah olumn of the normalized text line image. Consequently the horizontal

oordinates of the image olumns are diretly represented by the indies of

the orresponding feature vetors. This fat supports the aurate loation

of the word beginnings as we will see later.

The HMM state sequene Q = (q

1

; q

2

; : : : q

j

: : : q

m

) used in the fored

alignment mode an be generated by the onatenation of the trained har-

ater HMMs aording to the transription of the text line. This is shown in

Fig. 4 where the harater HMMs have been simpli�ed by using fewer states

and omitting the state transitions inside the models. All harater HMMs in

our system have a linear left to right topology whih only allows transitions

1

The segmentation produed by the Viterby deoder is optimal for a given HMM state

sequene and a given feature vetor sequene extrated from a text line.
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Figure 3: Text line normalization and extration of a feature vetor sequene
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Figure 4: Generation of a state sequene by onatenation of harater

HMMs

from a given state to itself and to its right neighbor.

Providing both the feature vetor sequene X and the state sequene Q

to the Viterby deoder the optimal alignment

^

A = argmax

A

P (X;AjQ) an

be found by dynami programming.

^

A = ((X
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; q
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); : : : (X
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; q

j

) : : : (X

n

; q
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))

represents therefore the most likely assignment of eah X

k

to a state q

l

. The

dynami programming is illustrated in Fig. 5 using the example given in

Fig. 3.

^

A is represented as a sequene of arrows and the deteted beginnings

of the words 'a' and 'line' have been marked using gray shadows. Beause

eah feature vetor X

k

has to be absorbed by exatly one state and eah state

q

l

onsumes at least one feature vetor it follows that eah A onsidered in the

omputation of

^

A has to start with the assignment (X

1

; q

1

) and must end

with (X

n

; q

m

). All elements of the path between these two positions have

to respet the restritions imposed by the topology of the harater HMMs

involved in the state sequene Q. If the length of the state sequene Q is

greater than the length of the feature vetor sequene X no path A an be

found and the fored alignment fails. In all other ases the fored alignment

produes a path

^

A and the beginning of a word in the normalized text line

an be easily found, beause the smallest index of all feature vetors assigned

to the �rst state of a given word diretly represents the horizontal oordinate
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Figure 5: Fored alignment of a given feature vetor sequene and a state

sequene

for this word.

Unfortunately the oordinates of the word beginnings in the normalized

text line an not diretly by used to produe the word bounding boxes in the

original image as shown in Fig. 1. This fat is aused by the normalization

operations applied to the original image. A way to ompute the bounding

boxes for the original, non-normalized images using the word beginnings

obtained by the sheme desribed above is provided in Se. 3.

In order to allow the segmentation of all puntuation haraters, both ad-

ditional lexion entries and orresponding hidden Markov models are needed.

They are not supported by the original reognition system. In the original

reognition system the hidden Markov models for all haraters used a linear

topology onsisting of 14 states. The number of states has been determined

by global optimization of the reognition rate for the omplete text reogni-

tion system [11℄.

First segmentation experiments using fored alignment showed that the

state sequene for parts of the text line ould easily beome longer than the

width of the orresponding image parts

2

. In all those ases the Viterby

deoder was fored to ompensate the mismath between the number of

states in the model sequene and the number of available feature vetors

by onsumption of additional feature vetors from neighboring words. This

normally resulted in segmentation errors.

2

Sine puntuation haraters have been treated as words and spae models were in-

serted after every word, the state sequene for an abbreviation like 'M.P.' beame (M,

spae, point, spae, P, spae, point, spae) and ontained therefore 112 states.
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Figure 6: The e�et of harater depending HMM topologies

Based on this observation the lengths of the spae and puntuation models

have been redued to two states eah. The e�et of the harater depending

topology is shown in Fig. 6 where the �rst line has been segmented with

HMMs of onstant length 14 while the seond line was segmented using the

short models for the spae and the puntuation models.

3 Assignment of Word Bounding Boxes

To �nd the word bounding boxes in the original text lines the algorithm

desribed in this setion uses the horizontal oordinates provided by the

HMM based word segmentation proedure. As mentioned in the previous

setion, the resulting oordinates orrespond to the beginnings of the words in

the segmented text line. It is important to keep in mind that these positions

represent the word boundaries for the normalized text line only. The mapping

of these boundaries to the word bounding boxes in the original line images

has been implemented using an intermediate representation of the text lines.

It ould be veri�ed by experiment that onneted omponents belong to

a single word or puntuation mark in most ases

3

. Based on this observa-

tion we de�ne word bounding boxes as the minimal retangle inluding all

onneted omponents of a given word or puntuation harater. For the

assignment of onneted omponents to words and the omputation of the

word bounding boxes the following algorithm has been used.

1. Binarize the original, non-normalized image.

2. Extrat the onneted omponents and �lter out small omponents.

3

Using Otsu's [14℄ binarization algorithm only 33 exeptions in the 30'785 proessed

words have been deteted. About 80% of the involved words did touh a word in the line

above or below.
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Figure 7: Assignment of normalized onneted omponents to word bound-

aries

3. Label every remaining onneted omponent by assigning a unique label

value to all its pixels and reord the oordinates of its bounding box in

the original form image.

4. Apply the normalization sheme used in the HMM based segmentation

proedure to the labeled onneted omponents extrated in step 3.

5. Assign the normalized onneted omponents to the word boundaries

obtained from the HMMs aording to their horizontal positions.

� If a normalized omponent falls in between the left and the right

boundary of a word, assign it to this word. Please note that the

right boundary of a word is idential to the left boundary of the

next word (see Fig. 7).

� If a normalized omponent rosses a word boundary assign it to

the word with the bigger overlap.

6. Use the bounding box oordinates reorded in step 5 of all onneted

omponents assigned to a given word to ompute the orresponding

word bounding box (de�ned as the minimal retangle enlosing all

bounding boxes of the onneted omponents).

The assignment of the onneted omponents as desribed in step 5 of

the algorithm is visualized in Fig. 7. The long vertial lines indiate the

word boundaries deteted by the HMM based segmentation proedure and

the horizontal strokes indiate the assignment of the onneted omponents

to the words. The normalized onneted omponents are drawn using unique

olor values as desribed in step 3 of the algorithm.

4 Experimental Results

The proposed segmentation sheme has been applied on 417 forms, ompris-

ing 3703 text lines, from text ategories A, B and C of the IAM database

4

.

4

The text ategories are de�ned by the Lanaster - Oslo/Bergen orpus (LOB) [6℄.

Text ategory A stands for 'press: reportage', ategory B for 'press: editorial' and C for

'press: reviews'.
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Figure 8: Interfae for veri�ation and manual orretion of transriptions

Category Forms Lines Words

A 162 (62%) 1490 (93%) 11954 (98.3%)

B 116 (53%) 996 (87%) 8357 (98.1%)

C 139 (38%) 1217 (87%) 10474 (97.0%)

Table 1: Corret segmentation rates for forms, lines and words

For the manual veri�ation of the segmentation proess, an image of eah

of the proessed text lines is generated. The image shows the handwrit-

ten text, the orresponding transription, the word bounding boxes, and the

individual word labels (see Fig. 8 for examples).

The forms of both text ategories A and B have been used during the

development of the segmentation sheme. In several re�nement steps the

HMM based segmentation and the onneted omponent assignment have

been improved and transriptions whih did not math the handwritten text

have been orreted. Fig. 8 shows two examples of inorret transriptions.

In the �rst line a garbage word is missing (in front of 'still') and in the seond

line the word 'the' has been inserted by the writer.

In all experiments reported in this paper a word was onsidered to be

segmented orretly when its bounding box was minimal, did not trunate

any part of the word and the handwritten word image orresponded to the

assigned word label. A text line or a omplete form was onsidered to be

orretly segmented when all its words were orretly segmented aording

to the de�nition give above.

The result of the proposed segmentation proedure is doumented in

Tab. 1. For eah of the three onsidered text ategories, the number of

forms, text lines and words is given together with the orret segmentation

rate. The handwritten texts from ategory C have been de�ned as test set.

The orret word segmentation rate on this set demonstrates that the pro-

posed segmentation sheme provides robust segmentation results without any
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Lines Errors Error ategory

59 122 (39%) Component assignment

59 93 (30%) Transription

25 53 (17%) Line extration

31 42 (14%) Filtering

162 310 (100%) All

Table 2: Distribution of word segmentation errors on set C

Figure 9: An example of a omponent assignment error

manual tuning of parameters. The di�erene between the orret segmenta-

tion rate of set C ompared to sets A and B is shown in the error analysis for

set C. Almost a third of the errors were aused by wrong transriptions of

text lines. This due to the fat that no orretions of inorret transriptions

have been made on set C.

Tab. 2 provides the error analysis for test set C. It shows the distribution

of the deteted segmentation errors over four types of errors. Component as-

signment errors usually result from small normalized onneted omponents

ending up at the \wrong" side of a word segmentation boundary. Fig. 9 gives

an example of suh an error. It has to be noted, that for this example two

errors are ounted sine the bounding boxes for both the omma and the

double quote were not orretly reognized.

Line extration errors typially mix up some onneted omponents or

parts of onneted omponents from either the line above or below. Those

omponents are assigned to a word aording to the word boundaries from

the HMM based segmentation step. This frequently results in a bounding

box whih is larger than the minimal bounding box for the word under on-

sideration. Most of the remaining errors are aused by either �ltering out too

many small omponents (periods or i-dots, for example) or not �ltering some

small omponents whih are not part of any word and have been introdued

by either the writer or the form sanning proess.

Using the produed bounding box information for all orretly segmented

text lines more than 25'000 isolated handwritten words ould be automati-

ally extrated from the 417 proessed forms.
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5 Conlusion and Future Work

We presented an automati word segmentation sheme for o�-line ursively

handwritten text whih ahieved a orret word segmentation rate of 98%

on a database for whih ground truth on the level of omplete lines ex-

ists. This segmentation sheme onsists of two steps. In the �rst step the

Viterby deoder of a Hidden Markov Model based reognition system is used

in fored alignment mode. Using a normalized text line and its transrip-

tion, optimal word boundaries an be omputed by the Viterby deoder. The

seond step uses these word boundaries to assign the onneted omponents

of the normalized line to the individual words and puntuation haraters.

The assigned onneted omponents an then be used to ompute the word

bounding boxes for the original form image.

As a result of the presented work, we an now provide aurate bounding

box information for over 25'000 handwritten words in the IAM database

together with the orresponding word labels

5

.

Using the provided segmentation ground truth the automati extration

of isolated words beomes very easy. This helps to train and test reognizers

for isolated handwritten words. Further appliations of the segmentation

ground truth lie in the automati assessment of segmentation rates for the

evaluation of di�erent text segmentation algorithms or in the development

of o�-line reognition systems for unonstrained handwritten text.

For the future we plan to apply the presented automati segmentation

sheme on the more than 1000 remaining forms in the IAM database.
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